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INTRODUCTION
Let H be a Hilbert space, denote by L(H) the set of all bounded
everywhere defined linear operators, and let L: [a, b]  L(H) be a con-
tinuous selfadjoint operator function. The resolvent set \(L), the spectrum
_(L), and the point spectrum _p (L) of L are subsets of [a, b] defined as
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follows: x # \(L) if 0 # \(L(x)), x # _(L) if 0 # _(L(x)), and x # _p (L) if
0 # _p (L(x)). The elements of _p (L) are called eigenvalues of L, and the
nonzero elements of the kernel ker L(x), x # _p (L), are called the eigenvec-
tors of L corresponding to x. We set
E(L) :=c.l.s.[ker L(x) | x # [a, b]],
where c.l.s. and for later use l.s. stand for closed linear span and linear
span, respectively. In this paper a basicity result for L is a theorem which
gives sufficient conditions on L under which E(L) has a Riesz basis3 con-
sisting of eigenvectors of L. The aim of this paper is to prove some basicity
results for L: Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.3, and a factorization of L(x):
Theorem 4.1. They are similar to the results of Krupnik in [K91] and
[K93], and of Markus and Matsaev in [MM93], respectively, but our
hypotheses are weaker and our proofs are different. In an Appendix we
prove under general conditions on L some estimates on the dimension of
the space E(L); see Corollary 5.6 and Theorem 5.7.
Theorem 2.1 gives conditions under which every union of orthonormal bases
of ker L(x), x # [a, b], is a Riesz basis of E(L). By a union of orthonormal
bases of ker L(x), x # [a, b], we mean a set of the form x # [a, b] Ex , where
Ex is an orthonormal basis for ker L(x). Such a union is complete in E(L),
that is, the closed linear span of its elements coincides with E(L). But it
need not be a basis of E(L); for example, its elements need not be linearly
independent. In the proof of Theorem 2.1 we construct a 2_2 block matrix
decomposition of L(x) and apply the MarkusMatsaev factorization
theorem (see [MM93], or Theorem 0.1 below) to the Schur complement of
one of the diagonal entries of this block matrix. The proof is then com-
pleted with a perturbation argument.
Theorem 3.3 is a basicity theorem which is a corollary of Theorem 2.1
and Theorem 3.1. In Theorem 3.1 we give sufficient conditions under which
L(x) is a Fredholm operator. (A selfadjoint operator A # L(H) is a
Fredholm operator if dim ker A< and its range ran A is closed.)
Theorem 3.1 is related to some lemmas in [K91] and [K93], but we do
not assume that L is holomorphic in a neighborhood of [a, b].
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3 Recall (1) a collection [ f@] of elements of Hseparable or nonseparableis an orthonor-
mal basis of H if the elements are mutually orthogonal and have norm 1 and for every f # H
there is a (unique) sequence f@n in the collection such that
f = :

n=1
( f, f@n) f@n ,
where the series converges in H, and (2) a collection [ f@] of elements of H is called a Riesz
basis of H if there is a boundedly invertible G # L(H) such that [Gf@] is an orthonormal
basis of H.
Theorem 4.1 gives the same factorization as in the MarkusMatsaev
theorem, Theorem 0.1 below, but it is proved under somewhat weaker con-
ditions. The proof is obtained by extending L to an interval containing
[a, b] such that the extended operator function satisfies the hypotheses of
the MarkusMatsaev theorem. Theorem 4.1 implies a basicity result,
Corollary 4.3, which is a special case of Theorem 2.1 but now proved in a
different way.
We briefly discuss the MarkusMatsaev factorization theorem from
[MM93].
This kind of spectral factorization has its origin in the works of Duffin
[D], KreinLanger [KL], and Langer [L1], [L2]. In these papers qua-
dratic matrix polynomials, quadratic operator polynomials, and operator
polynomials of arbitrary degree, respectively, and hence holomorphic
operator functions were considered. In the MarkusMatsaev theorem the
holomorphy assumption is replaced by the requirements that the operator
function L(x) is twice continuously differentiable and satisfies the integral
condition (0.5) below, which involves a modulus of continuity of L"(x).
The classical definition of the modulus of continuity of L is (see [HP],
[Z]):
0(t, L)=max[&L(x2)&L(x1)& | x1 , x2 # [a, b], |x2&x1|t].
But Markus and Matsaev in [MM91] introduced a nontraditional defini-
tion of the modulus of continuity, namely
|(t, L)=max[&L(x+t)&L(x)& | x # [a, b&t]], t # [0, b&a]. (0.1)
It is easy to see that |(t, L)0(t, L) and that equality prevails if and only
if |(t, L) is nondecreasing in t. Moreover, if M: [a, b]  L(H) is also a
continuous operator function then
|(t, L+M)|(t, L)+|(t, M) (0.2)
and
|(t, LM) max
x # [a, b]
&L(x)& |(t, M)+ max
x # [a, b]
&M(x)& |(t, L). (0.3)
Recall that a selfadjoint operator A # L(H) is called uniformly positive
(uniformly negative) on H, in notation A>>0 (A<<0), if there is a real
number :>0 such that for all f # H, (Af, f )>:( f, f ) ((Af, f )<
&:( f, f )); of course, A>>B stands for A&B>>0, etc.
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Theorem 0.1 (see [MM93]). Let L: [a, b]  L(H) be a twice con-
tinuously differentiable selfadjoint operator function satisfying
L(a)<<0, L(b)>>0, (0.4)
|
(0)
|(t, L")
t
dt<, (0.5)
where (0) stands for an interval of the form (0, t0) with t0>0 sufficiently
small, and the condition:
(S) There exist positive numbers = and $ such that for every x # [a, b] and
f # H, & f &=1,
|(L(x) f, f )|<= O (L$(x) f, f )>$.
Then L admits a factorization of the form
L(x)=W(x)(A&x), (0.6)
where W : [a, b]  L(H) is a continuous operator function, W(x) is
boundedly invertible for all x # [a, b], A # L(H) is similar to a selfadjoint
operator, and _(A)=_(L)/(a, b).
In [MM91] the same factorization theorem was proved but instead of
condition (S) they assumed a much stronger condition, namely: L$(x)>>0
for all x # [a, b].
If L satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 0.1 and if in addition there is a
c # [a, b] such that L(c) is compact then every union of orthonormal bases
of ker L(x), x # [a, b], is a Riesz basis in H. For a selfadjoint operator
function L which is holomorphic in a neighborhood of [a, b] and satisfies
(0.4) and (S) the factorization theorem and this basicity result were proved
by Virozub and Matsaev in [VM]. Krupnik obtained some generalizations
in [K91] and [K93]. To formulate one of the main results we use the
following notation. For a selfadjoint operator A # L(H), we denote by
}+ (A) (}& (A)) the supremum of all r=1, 2, ... such that there exists a
positive (negative) invertible matrix of the form
[(Afj , fk)] rj, k=1 , f1 , ..., fr # H.
We set }\ (A)=0 if no such r exists. The numbers }\ (A) are called the
positive and negative hermitian indices of A. Note that }+ (A) (}& (A)) is
the dimension of the spectral subspace H+ (A) (H& (A)) of A related to its
positive (negative) spectrum _+ (A)=_(A) & (0, ) (_& (A)=_(A) &
(&, 0)). Note also that }\ (A) is finite if and only if _\ (A) is a finite set
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of eigenvalues of A counting multiplicity, and in this case the number of
positive (negative) eigenvalues of A is }+ (A) (}& (A)).
Theorem 0.2 (see [K93]). Let L: [a, b]  L(H) be a twice con-
tinuously differentiable selfadjoint operator function. Assume that L$(x)>>0,
x # [a, b],
}+ (L(a))<, }& (L(b))<, (0.7)
|
(0)
0(t, L")
t
dt<, (0.8)
and that for some c # (a, b), L(c) is compact. Then
(i) every union of orthonormal bases of ker L(x), x # [a, b], is a
Riesz basis in E(L),
(ii) codim E(L)<, and
(iii) if, in addition, 0 # \(L(a)) & \(L(b)), it holds
codim E(L)=}+ (L(a))+}& (L(b)).
Actually in [K93] it is not clear which definition of the modulus of con-
tinuity is used, but it seems that the proof only works with the classical
one. In this paper it is also remarked that the theorem remains true, if
instead of L$(x)>>0 we assume (S) or some weaker condition. There is no
complete justification for these generalizations, and we do not see how the
method (reduction to the factorization theorem by extending L to an inter-
val containing [a, b]) works without additional assumptions such as in
Theorem 4.1 below. In any case our method of proof of the basicity results,
Theorems 2.1 and 3.3 below, is essentially different from the one in [K93].
1. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we collect some mostly known results which we shall use,
sometimes without reference, in the proofs of the statements in the next sec-
tions. It can be skipped in a first reading of the paper.
Lemma 1.1. Assume L: [a, b]  L(H) is a continuously differentiable
selfadjoint operator function satisfying condition (S) and let L be a subspace
of H.
(i) For every f # H, f{0, the function (L(x) f, f ) has at most one
zero in [a, b].
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(ii) If for some x0 # (a, b] and some sequence fn # H with & fn&=1,
(L(x0) fn , fn)  0,
then there exists an ’>0 such that for each x # (a, b] & (x0&’, x0) there is
a natural number Nx such that for all nNx : (L(x) fn , fn)<0.
(iii) If for some x0 # [a, b), L(x0)0 on L, then for each x # (x0 , b],
L(x)>>0 on L.
(iv) If for some x0 # (a, b], L(x0)0 on L, then for each x # [a, x0),
L(x)<<0 on L.
Proof. (i) By condition (S), the zeros of the function (L(x) f, f ),
f{0, are isolated in [a, b], hence their number is finite. If there are two or
more zeros, (S) and the intermediate value theorem for continuous func-
tions imply that there is a third one in between consecutive zeros. This is
impossible and hence uniqueness prevails.
(ii) Condition (S) implies that for n sufficiently large (L$(x0) fn , fn)
>$>0. Choose ’>0 such that for all ! # (a, b] & (x0&’, x0) we have
&L$(!)&L$(x0)& 12$
and hence
(L$(!) fn , fn)> 12 $.
Consider x # (a, b] & (x0&’, x0). By the mean value theorem there is a
!n # (x, x0) such that
(L(x) fn , fn)=(L(x0) fn , fn)+(x&x0)(L$(!n) fn , fn)
<(L(x0) fn , fn)& 12 (x0&x) $.
The existence of an Nx with the stated property readily follows from the
fact that (L(x0) fn , fn)  0, n  .
(iii) Assume L(x0)0 on L. We claim: L( y)>0 on L for all
y # (x0 , b]. Assume that for some y0 # (x0 , b] and some f # L, f{0,
(L( y0) f, f )0. Then by continuity if (L( y0) f, f )<0 or by (S) if
(L( y0) f, f )=0, we have that (L( y) f, f )<0 for y< y0 very close to y0 . In
a similar way it can be shown that (L(x) f, f )>0 for x # (x0 , y0) very close
to x0 . Hence (L(x) f, f ) has a zero x= y1 , say, in (x0 , y0). Using the same
arguments we obtain that (L(x) f, f ) has another zero in (x0 , y1), but this
contradicts (i), and the claim is proved. Assume that for some y0 # (x0 , b],
L( y0) is not uniformly positive on L. Then there is a sequence [ fn] in L
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with & fn&=1 such that (L( y0) fn , fn)  0, n   and part (ii) of the
lemma yields a contradiction with the claim just proved. Hence (iii) is
valid.
Part (iv) can be proved in a similar way as part (iii) and is omitted. K
A selfadjoint operator A # L(H) is called indefinite if there are vectors
h1 , h2 # H such that (Ah1 , h1)<0 and (Ah2 , h2)>0; it is called semi-
definite if A0 or A0, and definite if A<0 or A>0.
Lemma 1.2. Let A, B # L(H) be selfadjoint operators.
(i) If (Ah, h)>0 for some h # H and for all f # H"[0] with
(Af, f )0 it holds that (Bf, f )0, then there is a real number :0 such
that :AB. If in addition (Bg, g)<0 for some g # H, then :>0.
(ii) If A<<0 or if B>>0, then there is an :>0 such that :AB.
Indeed, if A in (i) is also indefinite, then the statement follows from [AI,
Corollary I.1.36]. If A is semidefinite then A0 and one can take
:=inf[(Bf, f )(Af, f ) | f # H, (Af, f )>0].
Evidently, if also (Bg, g)<0 for some g # H, then necessarily :>0.
(ii) Assume A<<0. If B=0, take :=1, and if B{0 and A &c<0,
take :=&B&c:
(Af, f )&c( f, f ) &
c
&B&
|(Bf, f )|
c
&B&
(Bf, f ).
Now assume B>>0. If A=0, take :=1, and if A{0 and Bc>0, take
:=c&A&:
(Af, f )&A& ( f, f )
&A&
c
(Bf, f ).
Let A0 and A1 # L(H) be selfadjoint Fredholm operators such that A0
A1 . The number
def A1 A0 :=dim((ker A1H+ (A1)) & H& (A0))
is called the defect of A0 in A1 . We shall use the following properties:
Lemma 1.3. Let A0 and A1 # L(H) be selfadjoint Fredholm operators
such that A0A1 .
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(i) If :0 and :1 are positive numbers such that also :0A0:1A1 ,
then
def(:1A1)(:0A0)=def A1 A0 .
(ii) If 0 # \(A0) & \(A1), then def A1 A0=0 if and only if every
selfadjoint operator A # L(H) with A0AA1 is boundedly invertible.
(iii) If } :=def A1A0< and A: [0, 1]  L(H) is a nondecreasing
continuous selfadjoint operator function such that A0=A(0)A(x)
A(1)=A1 , then
dim l.s.[ker A(x) | x # [0, 1]]=}+dim ker A0 . (1.1)
(iv) If A(x) in (iii) is also increasing then
:
x # [0, 1]
dim ker A(x)=}+dim ker A0 .
(v) If }+ (A1)< (}& (A0)<) then }+ (A0)< (}& (A1)<)
and
def A1 A0 =}+ (A1)&}+ (A0)+dim ker A1&dim ker A0 . (1.2)
(def A1 A0=}0 (A0)&}& (A1)+dim ker A0&dim ker A1 .) (1.3)
(vi) If def A1 A0=0, }+ (A0)<, and }& (A1)<, then
dim H=}+ (A0)+}& (A1)+dim ker A0<.
Indeed, (i) follows directly from the definition of the defect. A proof of
(ii) can be found in [AK94]. Other properties follow from [ADK]:
[ADK, Corollary 3.6] implies (iii), Property (iv) follows from the last
part of [ADK, Theorem 3.4], and (v) we can find on [ADK, p. 97]. Con-
cerning (vi) we only need to observe that (see (v)) if }+ (A0)<
or if }& (A1)<, then def A1 A0=0 if and only if }+ (A0)+dim ker A0
=}+ (A1)+dim ker A1 , which is equivalent to }& (A0)=}& (A1).
Let G # L(H) be a uniformly positive operator. Then the inner product
(G } , } ) is called the G-metric on H; if B0 and B1 in L(H) are G-selfad-
joint operators and B0B1 in the G-metric, then we denote by defG B1 B0
the defect of B0 in B1 with respect to the G-metric. For the following result
see [ADK, Lemma 3.2].
Lemma 1.4. Let A0 and A1 # L(H) be selfadjoint operators such that
A0A1 and assume 0 # \(A0) & \(A1). There exists a uniformly positive
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operator G # L(H) such that H admits a G-orthogonal decomposition
H=H0 G H1 in which the subspaces H0 and H1 are G&1Aj -invariant,
j=0, 1. If B jk=G
&1Ak |Hj , k, j=0, 1, then B
0
0 is G-uniformly negative, B
0
1 is
G-uniformly positive and defG B11 B
1
0=0.
In the proof of our basicity theorems we use the following lemma.
Lemma 1.5. Let A # L(H) be a selfadjoint operator with an at most
countable spectrum: _(A)=[*j]j=1 , and let [ fj@] @ # Ij , where Ij is some index
set, be a Riesz basis for ker (A&*j), j=1, 2, ... .
(i) Assume there exist numbers m>0, M>0 such that for each
j=1, 2, ... and all collections [:j@] @ # Ij /C with  @ # Ij |:j@ |
2<,
m :
@ # Ij
|: j@ |2" :@ # Ij :j@ fj@"
2
M :
@ # Ij
|:j@ | 2.
Then j=1 [ f j@] @ # Ij is a Riesz basis for H.
(ii) If for all indices, fj@=Sgj@ , where S is a bounded and boundedly
invertible operator on H and for each j=1, 2, ..., [gj@] @ # Ij is an orthonormal
set in H, then j=1 [gj@] @ # Ij is a Riesz basis for H.
As to the proof we first note that the hypothesis on the spectrum of A
implies that
H=

j=1
ker (A&*j).
A proof of this equality using Baire’s category theorem can be found in, for
example, [AI, Lemma IV.2.7]. The statement (i) then follows from the fact
(compare [GK, Theorem VI.2.1]) that a collection [ f@] of vectors in H is
a Riesz basis in H if and only if there exist m, M>0 such that for all
collections [:@]/C with  |:@ |2<,
m  |:@ |2" :@ f @"
2
M  |:@ | 2.
As to (ii) if mS &g&&Sg&MS &g&, for all g # H, then for each j=1, 2, ...
and all numbers :j@ with  @ # Ij |: j@ |
2<,
mS :
@ # Ij
|:j@ |2=mS " :@ # Ij : j@ gj@"
2
" :@ # Ij :j@ fj@"
2
MS " :@ # Ij :j@ gj@"
2
=MS :
@ # Ij
|:j@ |2.
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So by (i) the fj@ ’s and then also the gj@ ’s form a Riesz basis for H.
In the next lemma F: [a, b]  L(H) is a continuous selfadjoint
operator function on [a, b] with the following properties:
(1) For every f{0 the function (F(x), f, f ) has exactly one root
p( f ) # [a, b].
(2) The function (F(x) f, f ) is increasing in p( f ).
(3) a<inf[ p( f ) | f{0]sup[ p( f ) | f{0]<b.
Note that since [a, b] is compact:
(4) the functional p( f ), f{0, is continuous.
Indeed, if fn  f in L(H) and p( fnj) is a subsequence of p( fn) which
converges to p, say, then 0=(F( p( fnj)) fnj , fnj)  (F( p) f, f ), hence
(F( p) f, f )=0, so by (1), p= p( f ), which implies that p( fn)  p( f ). The
properties (1)(4) are taken from [M, Sect. 32].
Lemma 1.6. Assume F : [a, b]  L(H) is a continuous selfadjoint
operator function with properties (1)(3) mentioned above.
(i) If a<c1<c2<b and
E1=c.l.s.[ker F(x) | x # (a, c1]], E2=c.l.s.[ker F(x) | x # [c2 , b)],
then E1 & E2=[0].
(ii) If, in addition, a<c1<d1<d2<c2<b and
E3=c.l.s.[ker F(x) | x # [d1 , d2]],
then
E3 & (E1+E2)=[0].
Part (i) is [M, Theorem 32.8]. For the proof of part (ii) assume f #
E3 & (E1+E2). Then f =f1+ f2 , fj # Ej , j=1, 2. Hence f1=f &f2 # E1 &
(E3+E2), but E3+E2 /c.l.s.[ker F(x) | x # [d1 , b)]. By part (i), f1=0, and
using part (i) once more we also obtain f =0.
We briefly review some elementary facts about Fredholm operators.
Recall A # L(H) is a Fredholm operator if dim ker A<, ran A is closed,
and codim ran A<. The compression of an operator A to a subspace L
is the operator AL :=PLA|L where PL is the orthogonal projection onto
L. In the following lemma all operators are from L(H).
Lemma 1.7. (i) The set of Fredholm operators is an open set in L(H)
equipped with the norm topology.
(ii) If A is Fredholm and C is compact, then A+C is Fredholm.
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(iii) A is Fredholm if and only if its compression to a subspace of finite
codimension is Fredholm.
(iv) Assume A is selfadjoint. Then A is Fredholm if and only if
A=B+C, where B is boundedly invertible, and C is compact. If A has these
properties, then }\ (A)< if and only if B can be chosen such that
\B>>0.
Items (i) and (ii) are part of [GGK, XI.4, Theorem 4.1] and [GGK,
XI.4, Theorem 4.2]. Concerning (iii), let L be a subspace L of H with
finite codimension. Then with respect to the decomposition
H=LL=,
A takes the form
A=_AL0
0
I&+_
0
V
V
V & ,
where the V’s stand for operators which do not need to be specified. The
first summand on the right is Fredholm if and only if AL is Fredholm. The
second summand is a finite rank operator. With these observations
item (iii) easily follows from (ii). We prove (iv). Assume A is Fredholm.
Then A=A* implies H=ran Aker A, and with respect to this decom-
position of H the operator A takes the diagonal form
A=_Aran A0
0
\I&+_
0
0
0
I& .
Here the first summand is invertible and the second has finite rank. The
converse follows from (ii). The last statement, for example the one with the
+ sign can be proved in a similar way by means the decomposition
H=H& (A) (H+ (A)ker A).
The lemma implies: If A # L(H) is a selfadjoint operator such that
PAP<<0 for some orthogonal projection P onto a subspace of H with
finite codimension, then A is Fredholm. We use this example for instance
in the proofs of the next lemma and Theorem 3.1 below.
Lemma 1.8. Let L: [a, b]  L(H) be a continuous selfadjoint operator
function such that
(i) f{0, (L(x) f, f )=0 O ( y&x)(L( y) f, f )>0, y{x.
If x0 # _(L) and L(x0) is Fredholm, then x0 is an isolated point of _(L).
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Proof. Consider the decomposition
H=(ker L(x0)H+)H& , (1.4)
where H\ :=H\ (L(x0)). We show that y # \(L) for y sufficiently close to
x0 . Since L(x0) is Fredholm, there is a #>0 such that [&#, #]"[0]\(L(x0)).
Hence \(L(x0 f, f )#( f, f ) for f # H\ . Let y be such that &L( y)&L(x0)&<12#
and let L\ ( y) stand for the compression of L( y) to H\ . Then
\(L\ ( y) f, f ) 12#( f, f ), f # H\ , (1.5)
that is, \L\ ( y) are uniformly positive operators.
Assume first that y>x0 . We claim that L + ( y), the compression of L( y)
to ker L(x0)H+ , is a positive operator. Otherwise there is a nonzero
f0 # ker L(x0)H+ such that (L( y) f0 , f0)0. If (L( y) f0 , f0)=0 then
from (i) we have (L(x0) f0 , f0)<0, which contradicts the nonnegativity
of L(x0) on ker L(x0)H+ . If (L( y) f0 , f0)<0, choose a nonzero f1 #
ker L(x0)H+ and consider the vector function ft=(1&t) f0+tf1 . By the
intermediate value theorem, there is a { # (0, 1) such that (A1 f{ , f{)=0,
which leads to the same contradiction. Note that L+ ( y) is also the com-
pression of L + ( y) to H+ . Since L+ ( y)>>0 and dim ker L(x0)<,
Lemma 1.7 implies that L + ( y) is Fredholm. From the claim it now follows
that L + ( y)>>0. Hence L( y) with respect to (1.4) has the following
representation
L( y)=_L
 + ( y)
B*
B
L& ( y)& .
Since L& ( y) and the Schur complement L + ( y)&B(L& ( y))&1 B* are
boundedly invertible, the block matrix operator L( y) is boundedly inver-
tible too. Hence (x0 , x0+=)/\(L) for some =>0.
In a similar way it can be shown that also (x0&=, x0)/\(L) for some
=>0. K
The following dual Lemmas 1.9 and 1.10 are immediate corollaries of
Lemma 1.8 and its proof.
Lemma 1.9. Let L: [a, b]  L(H) be a continuous selfadjoint operator
function such that
(i) f{0, (L(x) f, f )=0 O ( y&x)(L( y) f, f )>0, y{x, and
(ii) L(x) is Fredholm for all x # [a, b).
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Then
(a) }+ (L(x)) is a nondecreasing left continuous step function on
[a, b] with jumps at the eigenvalues and the jump at x # _p (L) equals
dim ker L(x).
(b) }+ (L(x)) :=}+ (L(x))+dim ker L(x) is a nondecreasing right
continuous step function on [a, b) with jumps at the eigenvalues and the jump
at x # _p (L) equals dim ker L(x).
(c) }+ (L(x))< and }+ (L(x))< if and only if }+ (L(a))<.
Lemma 1.10. Let L : [a, b]  L(H) be a continuous selfadjoint
operator function such that
(i) f{0, (L(x) f, f )=0 O ( y&x)(L( y) f, f )>0, y{x, and
(ii) L(x) is Fredholm for all x # (a, b].
Then
(a) }&( L(x)) is a nonincreasing right continuous step function on
[a, b] with jumps at the eigenvalues and the jump at x # _p (L) equals
dim ker L(x).
(b) }& (L(x)) :=}& (L(x))+dim ker L(x) is a nonincreasing left con-
tinuous step function on (a, b] with jumps at the eigenvalues and the jump at
x # _p (L) equals dim ker L(x).
(c) }& (L(x))< and }& (L(x))< if and only if }& (L(b))<.
Remark 1.11. Let L: [a, b]  L(H) be a continuously differentiable
selfadjoint operator function satisfying (S). Then from Lemma 1.1 it follows
that L satisfies the assumption (i) of Lemmas 1.8, 1.9, and 1.10. If in addi-
tion there is a c # [a, b] such that L(c) is compact, then L(x) is Fredholm
on [a, b]"[c] (see Theorem 3.1 below). Hence with these assumptions
instead of (i) and (ii) the conclusions (a) and (b) of Lemma 1.9 are true on
[a, c) and the conclusions (a) and (b) of Lemma 1.10 are true on (c, b].
2. BASICITY VIA SCHUR COMPLEMENTS
We now study the basicity of the eigenfunctions of a twice differentiable
selfadjoint operator function L: [a, b]  L(H). By Lemma 1.5 (see the
arguments in the proof of the next theorem), if in Theorem 0.1 we also
assume that _(L) is at most a countable set, then every union of orthonor-
mal bases of ker L(x), x # [a, b], is a Riesz basis in H=E(L)=c.l.s.[ker
L(x) | x # [a, b]]. In particular this is true, if L(c) is compact for some c #
[a, b]. This implies a part of Theorem 0.2. Here we prove a more essential
generalization.
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Theorem 2.1. Let L: [a, b]  L(H) be a twice continuously differen-
tiable selfadjoint operator function, such that L(a) and L(b) are Fredholm
operators, }+ (L(a))<, }& (L(b))<, and the conditions (S) and (0.5)
hold. If _(L) is at most a countable set, then every union of orthonormal
bases of ker L(x), x # [a, b], is a Riesz basis in E(L) and
codim E(L)=}+ (L(a))+}& (L(b)). (2.1)
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume a=0 and b=1. First we
consider the case 0 # \(L(0)) & \(L(1)) and again without loss of generality
we assume that at least one of the numbers }+ (L(0)) or }& (L(1)) is non-
zero (otherwise our theorem coincides with Theorem 0.1). From (S) and
Lemma 1.1(iii) it follows that (L(0) f, f )0, f{0, implies (L(1) f, f )>0.
By Lemma 1.2 (part (i) if }+ (L(0))>0 and }& (L(1))>0, and part (ii)
otherwise), there is an :10>0 such that :10L(0)L(1). By Lemma 1.4,
without loss of generality we can assume that the original inner product on
H is such that
H=H0 H1 , (2.2)
where H0 and H1 are L(0)- and L(1)-invariant, and that the entries in the
block matrix representations
L( j)=_L0 ( j)0
0
L1 ( j)& , j=0, 1,
of L( j) with respect to this decomposition (2.2) have the properties:
:10L1 (0)L1 (1), 0 # \(L1 (0)) & \(L1 (1)),
(2.3)
L0 (0)<<0, L0 (1)>>0, def L1 (1)(:10 L1 (0))=0,
and
}+ (L1 (0))=}+ (L(0)), }& (L1 (1))=}& (L(1)).
From the assumptions }+ (L(0))< and }& (L(1))< we obtain
dim H1=}+ (L(0))+}& (L(1))<. (2.4)
We claim there is an :x0>0 such that :x0 L(0)L(x). If L(0)<<0, this
follows from Lemma 1.2(ii), and if }+ (L(0))>0 and (L(x) g, g)<0 for
some g # H, this follows from Lemma 1.2(i) (and (S) and Lemma 1.1(iii)).
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It remains to consider the case }+ (L(0))>0 and L(x)0. In this case the
claim follows with
:x0= inf
(L(0) f, f )>0
(L(x) f, f )
(L(0) f, f )
.
Evidently, :x0 is well defined and nonnegative. We show :x0>0: If it is 0,
then there is a sequence fn in H with (L(0) fn , fn)>0 and & fn&=1 such
that as n  ,
0(L(x) fn , fn)
(L(x) fn , fn)
(L(0) fn , fn)
&L(0)&  0.
By Lemma 1.1(ii) we have (L(x1) fn , fn)<0 for x1 # (0, x) sufficiently close
to x and n sufficiently large, and by Lemma 1.1(iv), for these values of n we
also have (L(0) fn , fn)<0, which contradicts (L(0) fn , fn)>0 for all n.
This completes the proof of the claim. With a similar reasoning we can find
an :x1>0 such that L(x):x1 L(1), and hence
:x0L(0)L(x):x1 L(1). (2.5)
Let
L(x)=_ L0 (x)L10 (x)
L01 (x)
L1 (x) & (2.6)
be the matrix representation of L(x) with respect to the decomposi-
tion (2.2). Then Lj (x)=Lj (x)*, j=0, 1, and L01 (x)=L10 (x)*. From (2.5)
it follows that
:x0L1 (0)L1 (x):x1L1 (1).
Since
def(:x1L1 (1))(:x0L1 (0))=def L1 (1)(:10L1 (0))=0,
the operators L1 (x) are invertible for all x # [0, 1] (see Lemma 1.3(ii)).
This implies that the Schur complements
S0 (x)=L0 (x)&L01 (x) L&11 (x) L10 (x)
are the values of a well defined twice continuously differentiable selfadjoint
operator function S0 : [0, 1]  H0 .
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We show that S0 satisfies the conditions (0.4), (S) and (0.5), and that
_(S0) is at most a countable set. First, (0.4) follows from (2.3) and
L01 (0)=L01 (1)=0. Second, we show that S0 satisfies (S) with the same =
and $ as for L. Indeed, let |(S0 (x) f, f )|<=( f, f ), 0{ f # H0 . Since for
fx=\ f&L&11 (x) L10 (x) f+ (2.7)
the equality (L(x) fx , fx)=(S0 (x) f, f ) holds and & f && fx&, we have
(L$(x) fx , fx)>$( fx , fx)>$( f, f ).
From the identity
S$0 (x)=L$0 (x)&L$01 (x) L&11 (x) L10 (x)&L01 (x) L
&1
1 (x) L$10 (x)
+L01 (x) L&11 (x) L$1 (x) L
&1
1 (x) L10 (x) (2.8)
it follows that
(S$0 (x) f, f )=(L$(x) fx , fx)>$( f, f ).
Third, from (2.8) it follows that
S"0 (x)=L"0 (x)&L$01 (x) L&11 (x) L10 (x)&L01 (x) L
&1
1 (x) L"10 (x)
+L01 (x) L&11 (x) L"1 (x) L
&1
1 (x) L10 (x)+F(x),
where F(x) is a differentiable function. Using (0.2) and (0.3) we find that
for some number C>0
|(t, S"0)C|(t, L")+|(t, F ).
From (0.5) for L" and the differentiability of F we readily obtain (0.5) for
S"0 . Finally we prove the countability of _(S0). Since
_(S0)=(_(S0) & _(L)) _ (_(S0) & \(L))
and _(L) is at most countable we only need to show that (_(S0) & \(L))
is at most countable. Assume x # _(S0) & \(L). Then according to (2.4) and
(2.6), L0 (x) is the compression of an invertible operator L(x) to the space
H0 of finite codimension, and hence L0 (x) is Fredholm. Then S0 (x) being
the sum of L0 (x) and a finite rank operator is Fredholm also. Lemma 1.8
now implies that x is an isolated point; so the set _(S0) & \(L) is at most
countable.
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We have shown that S0 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 0.1 and
therefore it admits a factorization of the form (0.6),
S0 (x)=W0 (x)(A0&x),
where W0 (x) # L(H0) is boundedly invertible for all x # [0, 1] and the
operator A0 # L(H0) is similar to a selfadjoint operator B0 , say: A0=
S&1B0S, where S # L(H0) is boundedly invertible. Since _(A0) coincides
with _(S0) and latter is at most countable, _(B0) is at most countable. We
have
E(S0)=c.l.s.[S &1f | f # ker (B0&x), x # _p (B0)],
and hence by Lemma 1.5 (applied to B0 # L(H0)), every union of
orthonormal bases of ker S0 (x), x # [0, 1], is a Riesz basis in H0=E(S0).
From (2.6) it follows that _p (S0)=_p (L) and S0 (x) f=0 if and only if
L(x) fx=0, where fx is the same as in (2.7). Hence the projection of E(L)
onto H0 coincides with H0 . We now show that
E(L) & H1=[0]. (2.9)
For this we extend L to the interval [&1, 2] in the following way. Let B1 ,
C1 : H1  H1 be operators such that B1<<0 and B1<<L1 (0), L1 (1)<<C1
and C1>>0. Set M(x)=L(x), if x # [0, 1],
M(x)=_L0 (0)0
0
(1+x) L1 (0)&xB1& , if x # [&1, 0],
and
M(x)=_L0 (1)0
0
(2&x) L1 (1)+(x&1) C1& , if x # [1, 2].
Then on [&1, 2] this function has the properties (1)(3) listed just before
Lemma 1.6. Since on [&1, 0] and [1, 2] M(x) is increasing and
def L1 (0)B1=}+ (L(0)), def C1 L1 (1)=}& (L(1)) we have that
dim l.s.[ker M(x) | x # [&1, 0]]=}+ (L(0))
and
dim l.s.[ker M(x) | x # [1, 2]]=}& (L(1)).
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By Lemma 1.6(i),
dim l.s.[ker M(x) | x  [0, 1]]=}+ (L(0))+}& (L(1)).
From L0 (0)<<0 and L0 (1)>>0 it follows that this closed linear span of
eigenspaces of M is contained in H1 and hence by (2.4) coincides with H1 .
Since 0 # \(L(0)) & \(L(1)), there are numbers 0<d1<d2<1 such that
E(L)=c.l.s.[ker L(x) | x # [d1 , d2]],
and so Lemma 1.6(ii) implies (2.9).
Thus E(L) is the graph of some operator T: H0  H1 , say, and since
E(L) is a closed subspace and dim H1<, T is a bounded operator (of
finite rank). Hence the operator [ IT] is a bounded and boundedly invertible
operator from H0 onto E(L) and a bijection between the eigenvectors of S0
and the eigenvectors of L. This readily implies the basicity property of the
eigenvectors of L in E(L) stated in the theorem. We have yet to prove
(2.1): From (2.9) it follows that codim E(L)dim H1 . Assume that
codim E(L)>dim H1 . Then there is a nonzero f # E(L)= such that f =H1 .
The observations f +Tf # E(L) and Tf # H1 yield the contradiction 0=
( f +Tf, f )=( f, f ) {0. Hence codim E(L)=dim H1 and (2.1) follows
from (2.4).
The remaining case: 0  \(L(0)) & \(L(1)) can be proved by using the
case that has been proved and Lemmas 1.6 and 1.8: Either because the
resolvent set is an open set or by Lemma 1.8 and its proof, there is a
number ’ # (0, 12) such that
(0, ’] _ [1&’, 1)/\(L),
}+ (L(’))=}+ (L(0))+dim ker L(0),
and
}& (L(1&’))=}& (L(1))+dim ker L(1).
Then 0 # \(L(’)) & \(L(1&’)), and so that by what we have proved
above, the restriction L|[’, 1&’] of L to the interval [’, 1&’] has the
properties mentioned in the theorem. Now we observe that by Lemma 1.6,
E(L)=c.l.s.[ker L(0), E(L| [’, 1&’]), ker L(1)]
and the three spaces on the right hand side are linearly independent. The
basicity of L in E(L) and (2.1) now easily follow. K
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3. FREDHOLM OPERATORS AND BASICITY
We show that if a continuously differentiable operator function L:
[a, b]  L(H) satisfies (S) and is compact at some point c # [a, b] then
its value at any other point is a Fredholm operator; see Theorem 3.1 below.
From this we derive sufficient conditions under which L has a Riesz basis
consisting of its eigenvectors; see Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 3.1 is closely related to [K91, Lemmas 2 and 5] and [K93,
Lemma 2.4], but in these lemmas it is assumed that L is holomorphic in
a neighborhood of [a, b]. Theorem 0.2 follows from Theorem 2.1 and
Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 3.1. Let L: [a, b]  L(H) be a continuously differentiable
selfadjoint operator function satisfying (S) and assume that for some c #
[a, b], L(c) is compact. Then
(i) L$(c) is a Fredholm operator,
(ii) L(x) is Fredholm for all x # [a, b]"[c],
(iii) for all x # [a, c), }+ (L(x))<, if c{a, and
(iv) for all x # (c, b], }& (L(x))<, if c{b.
Proof. If dim H< there is nothing to prove. So we assume
dim H=.
(i) With = as in property (S), let H= be the spectral subspace of L(c)
in H corresponding to the interval (&=, =) and denote by P= the
orthogonal projection onto H= . Then with respect to the decomposition
H=H=H== the operator L$(c) takes the form
L$(c)=_P=L$(c) P=0
0
I&+_
0
V
V
V &=B+C,
where B=P=L$(c) P=+(I&P=), C=L$(c)&B, and V stands for operators
which need not be specified. The compactness of L(c) implies
&P=L(c) P=&=min[ |*| | * # _(L(c)) & (&=, =)]<=.
Hence by (S), P=L$(c) P= is uniformly positive on H= and so B is boundedly
invertible. Again since L(c) is compact, dim H== <; so C has finite rank
and therefore it is compact. (i) now follows from Lemma 1.7.
(ii)(iv) for x close to c: Let Pc be the orthogonal projection onto
ker L$(c), to rank Pc<. Then L$(c)Pc is boundedly invertible. Let \ be
a number such that
0<\<1&(L$(c)+Pc)&1&.
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Then for x for which &L$(x)&L$(c)&<\, we have that L$(x)=B+C,
where
B=(I+(L$(x)&L$(c))(L$(c)+Pc)&1)(L$(c)+Pc)
is boundedly invertible and C=Pc is compact. It follows from Lemma 1.7
that for x in some neighborhood Uc of c in [a, b], L$(x) is a Fredholm
operator. Let {>0 be such that V{=[c&{, c+{] & [a, b]/Uc . Then for
x # V{"[c],
L(c)=L(c)+(x&c) L$(!x)=C+B,
where !x is some point in between x and c, B=(x&c) L$(!x) is Fredholm
and C=L(c) is compact. Hence (ii) holds on V{"[c]. If necessary we can
choose {>0 smaller so that for x # V{"[0] the operator P= L$(x)|H=>>0.
This is possible because P=L$(c)| H=>>0 and L$ is continuous. It follows
that for x # V{ ,
Bx, ==(x&c) P=L$(!x)|H=
is <<0 if x<c and >>0 if x>c. Thus L(x)=L(c)+(x&c) L$(!x), being
the sum of Bx, = and a compact operator, is Fredholm and _(L(x)) & (0, )
is a finite set if x # V{ , x<c, and _(L(x)) & (&, 0) is a finite set if x # V{ ,
x>c, that is, (ii)(iv) hold for x # V{ .
(ii)(iv) for x # [a, c&{) _ ({+c, b]: We assume [a, c&{){< and
prove (ii) and (iii) for x # [a, c&{); the remaining case can be proved
similarly and is omitted. We consider two cases:
(A): Assume L(x)0 for all x # [c&{, c). Then by Lemma 1.1(iv),
L(x)<<0 on [a, c), and (ii) and (iii) are valid.
(B): Assume (A) does not hold. Then there exist an x0 # [c&{, c)
and an f # H for which (L(x0) f, f )>0. This implies that L(x0) is
indefinite on H because L(x0) is Fredholm, }+ (L(x0))<, and
dim H=. Consider y # [a, x0). Then L( y) cannot not be nonnegative;
otherwise, by (S) and Lemma 1.1(iii), L(x0) would be uniformly positive,
which contradicts the indefiniteness of L(x0). It remains to consider the two
other cases:
(B)1 : Assume L( y) is indefinite. Then according to Lemma 1.2(i),
there is an :x0 y>0 such that
:x0 y L( y)L(x0).
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Write L(x0)=Bx0 , =+C, where Bx0 , = is defined above and C is a compact
operator. Then
:x0 yL( y)=P= (:x0 y L( y)&C) P=+P=CP=+C$,
where C$ is a finite rank operator and
P= (:x0 y L( y)&C) P=Bx0 , =<<0.
Therefore :x0 yL( y) is the sum of a uniformly negative operator and the
compact operator P=CP=+C$. This implies that :x0 yL( y) and hence L( y)
satisfies (ii) and (iii).
(B)2 : Assume L( y)0. By (S) and Lemma 1.1(iii), we have that for
f # ker L( y), (L(x0) f, f )0 and hence, since (iii) holds for x0 ,
dim ker L( y)}+ (L(x0))<.
Denote by Py the orthogonal projection onto ran L( y) and set
L (x)=Py L(x)| ran L( y) .
Then L (x) satisfies (S) and L ( y)<0.
(B)21 : If 0 # \(L ( y)), then L ( y)<<0 and (as above) L( y), being the
sum of this uniformly negative operator and a finite rank operator, satisfies
(ii) and (iii).
(B)22 : The proof of the theorem is complete if we show that the
assumption 0  \(L ( y)) leads to a contradiction. Assume 0  \(L ( y)). Then
for all ’>0 the spectral subspace H’ (in ran L( y)) of L ( y) corresponding
to the interval (&’, 0] is infinite dimensional. We claim that for x> y suf-
ficiently close to y and ’ sufficiently small L (x) is positive on the H’ . Then
by (S) and Lemma 1.1(iii), L (x0) is positive on this space also. Now (iii)
for x0 implies the contradiction
=dim H’}+ (L(x0))<.
To prove the claim we only consider 0<’<=, so that by (S), for all f # H’ ,
(L$( y) f, f )>$( f, f ). It follows that for x in a small neighborhood of y
and all f # H’ with & f &=1, (L$(x) f, f )> 12 $ and then also for some !xy in
between x and y,
(L (x) f, f )=(L ( y) f, f )+(L$(!xy) f, f )(x& y)
>(&’+$(x& y)).
This last term is positive when we first fix an x> y and then choose ’>0
sufficiently small. K
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Lemma 3.2. Let L: [a, b]  L(H) be a continuous selfadjoint operator
function which is continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of a point
c # (a, b). Assume that L(c) is indefinite and that there is a $>0 such that
for f # H"[0], (L(c) f, f )=0 implies (L$(c) f, f )$( f, f ). Then for some
interval [c&{, c+{]/(a, b) the restriction L{ of the operator function L to
this interval has property (S).
Proof. If the implication
f{0, (L(c) f, f )0 O ((L$(c)&$) f, f )0
or the implication
f{0, &(L(c) f, f )0 O ((L$(c)&$) f, f )0
holds, then there is a number :0 such that for all f # H,
(L$(c) f, f )$( f, f )\:(L(c) f, f ). (3.1)
This follows from the indefiniteness of L(c) and Lemma 1.2(i); the first
implication implies the plus sign and the second implication implies the
minus sign in front of :. Assume that both the implications do not hold.
Then there are f1 , f2 # H"[0] such that
(L(c) f1 , f1)>0, ((L$(c)&$) f1 , f1)<0, (3.2)
and
&(L(c) f2 , f2)>0, ((L$(c)&$) f2 , f2)<0. (3.3)
The assumption in the lemma implies that the two inequalities on the left
in (3.2) and (3.3) are indeed strict inequalities. If we multiply f1 by a com-
plex number the inequalities in (3.2) do not change, but we can choose this
number and f1 so that
Re((L$(c)&$) f1 , f2)=0. (3.4)
Set ft=tf1+(1&t) f2 ; then ft {0 for all t # [0, 1], because f1 and f2 are
linearly independent. The function (L(c) ft , ft) is continuous in t, <0 if
t=0 and >0 if t=1. Hence (L(c) ft0 , ft0)=0 for some t0 # (0, 1), and
therefore
(L$(c) ft0 , ft0)$( ft0 , ft0)>0.
But the inequalities on the right in (3.2) and (3.3) together with (3.4) imply
that (L$(c) ft0 , ft0)<0. It follows that at least one of the implications holds.
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Suppose the first one. Then a number :0 exists such that (3.1) holds with
the plus sign. If :=0, then L$(x)>>0 in a neighborhood of c and the
lemma is proved. Now suppose that :>0. Set =0=$4: and $0=$4, and
choose a number {>0 such that [c&{, c+{]/(a, b) and for all
x # [c&{, c+{],
&L(x)&L(c)&=0 , &L$(x)&L$(c)& 14$.
We show that Lr has property (S) on [c&{, c+{]: If |(L(x) f, f )|=0 ,
then
: |(L(c) f, f )|=: |(L(x) f, f )+((L(c)&L(x)) f, f )|
2:=0 ( f, f )= 12$( f, f ),
hence
(L$(c) f, f )$( f, f )& 12$( f, f )
1
2 $( f, f ),
and then
(L$(x) f, f )=(L$(c) f, f )+((L$(x)&L$(c)) f, f )
 12$( f, f )&
1
4 $( f, f )=$0 ( f, f ).
If the second implication is valid, the proof that (S) holds in a
neighborhood of c is similar. We omit the details. K
As a corollary we obtain the following basicity result.
Theorem 3.3. Let L: [a, b]  L(H) be a twice continuously differen-
tiable selfadjoint operator function such that (1) for some c # (a, b), L(c) is
compact and indefinite, (2) there is a $>0 such that for f # H"[0],
(L(c) f, f )=0 implies (L$(c) f, f )$( f, f ), and (3) condition (0.5) holds:
|
(0)
|(t, L")
t
dt<.
Then for all {>0 sufficiently small, the restriction L{ of L to the interval
[c&{, c+{]/(a, b) has the properties:
(i) every union of orthonormal bases of ker L{ (x), x # [c&{, c+{],
is a Riesz basis in E(L{), and
(ii) codim E(L{)<.
Hence every Riesz basis as in (i) can be extended to a Riesz basis for E(L)
and codim E(L)<.
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Proof. We verify that L{ of Lemma 3.2 satisfies the hypothesis of
Theorem 2.1. Then L’ also satisfies these hypotheses and the conclusions
below for L{ are also valid for L’ , 0<’<{. By Lemma 3.2, L{ satisfies
condition (S) on [c&{, c+{], and, by assumption, L{ satisfies condi-
tion (0.5). According to Theorem 3.1(ii)(iv), L(c&{) and L(c+{) are
Fredholm operators, }+ (L(c&{))<, and }& (L(c+{))<. Thus we
may apply Theorem 2.1 and we obtain the basicity result for L{ and
codim E(L{)=}+ (L(c&{))+}& (L(c+{))<.
The last statement follows from the inclusion E(L{)/E(L). K
4. A FACTORIZATION
For a continuous operator function L: [a, b]  L(H) we define on
[0, b&a] the scalar functions
|a(t, F )=max[&F(x)&F(a)& | x # [a, b], x&at] (4.1)
and
|b (t, F )=max[&F(x)&F(b)& | x # [a, b], b&xt]. (4.2)
The difference between Theorem 0.1 and our theorem below is that the
conditions (0.4) are replaced by the conditions L$(a)0, L$(b)0,
|
(0)
|a(t, L")
t
dt<, (4.3)
and
|
(0)
|b (t, L")
t
dt<. (4.4)
The integrals are finite if, for example, the function L"(x) is differentiable
at a and b. Note also that (0.8) implies (0.5), (4.3), and (4.4), because the
functions |(t, L), |a(t, L), and |b (t, L) are less than or equal to 0(t, L).
Theorem 4.1. Let L: [a, b]  L(H) be a twice continuously differen-
tiable selfadjoint operator function. Assume that L$(a)0, L$(b)0, the
condition (S) and the integral conditions (0.5), (4.3), and (4.4) hold. Then L
admits a factorization of the form (0.6), that is,
L(x)=W(x)(A&x),
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where W : [a, b]  L(H) is a continuous operator function, W(x) is
boundedly invertible for all x # [a, b], A # L(H) is similar to a selfadjoint
operator, and _(L)=_(A) & [a, b].
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that a=0, b=1. We show
that there is a twice continuously differentiable continuation L of L to the
interval [&1, 2] such that L satisfies (0.4), (0.5), and (S). Then from
Theorem 0.1 it follows that L admits a factorization of the form (0.6), and
the restriction to [0, 1] is a desired factorization of L.
We only prove that L admits a continuation L1 to [&1, 1] such that for
L1 the conditions (0.5), (S), and (4.4) hold, and L1 (&1)<<0. By the same
method it can be shown that L1 can be extended to L with the aforemen-
tioned properties, but this we leave to the reader.
We set for x # [&1, 0],
N(x)=L(0)+xL$(0)+ 12x
2L"(0)+x3 ( 12L"(0)&L$(0)+L(0)+;), (4.5)
with a suitable ;>0 which we shall choose later. Then
N$(x)=L$(0)+xL"(0)+3x2 ( 12L"(0)&L$(0)+L(0)+;) (4.6)
and
N"(x)=L"(0)+6x( 12L"(0)&L$(0)+L(0)+;). (4.7)
The function L1 : [&1, 1]  L(H) is defined by:
L1 (x)={N(x),L(x),
x # [&1, 0),
x # [0, 1].
From (4.5)(4.7) it follows that L1 is a twice continuously differentiable
selfadjoint operator function and that (0.4) holds: L1 (&1)=&;<<0.
Evidently, (4.4) also holds for L1 .
We show that (0.5) holds for L1 : From (0.1) it follows that
max[&N"(x+t)&N"(x)& | x, x+t # [&1, 0]],
|(t, L"1)=max {max[&L"(x+t)&N"(x)& | x # [&1, 0], x+t # [0, 1]],max[&L"(x+t)&L"(x)& | x, x+t # [0, 1]],
and hence
|(t, L"1)|(t, N")+|0 (t, N")+|0 (t, L")+|(t, L").
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Note that here |0 (t, N") is defined according to (4.2) and |0 (t, L") accord-
ing to (4.1). Since N"(x) is an operator function which is linear in x,
|
(0)
|(t, N")
t
dt<, |
(0)
|0 (t, N")
t
dt<.
From (4.3) and (0.5) it now follows that (0.5) holds for L"1 instead of L".
It remains to show that (S) holds for L1 for a suitable chosen ;>0: Let
= and $ be as in (S) for L on [0, 1]. Choose a number x0 # [&3=$ , 0) such
that
&x0 &(L$(0))&+
1
2
x20 &L"(0)&&x
3
0 "12 L"(0)&L$(0)+L(0)"<
=
4
, (4.8)
&x0 &L"(0)&+3x20 "12 L"(0)&L$(0)+L(0)"<
$
4
, (4.9)
and take ;=$12x20 . From (4.8) and (4.9) it follows that for x # [&x0 , 0],
&L1 (x)&L1 (0)&=&(N(x)&L(0))&<
=
2
,
&L$1 (x)&L$1 (0)&=&(N$(x)&L$(0))&<
$
2
.
It follows immediately, that L1 satisfies (S) on the interval [x0 , 1] with
=1 := 12= and
1
2$ instead of = and $. By the definition of ; and (4.9),
$0 :=;&
1
3x20 \&x0 &L"(0)&+3x20 "
1
2
L"(0)&L$(0)+L(0)"+>0.
Since the function
1
3x2 \&x &L"(0)&+3x2 "
1
2
L"(0)&L$(0)+L(0)"+
is increasing in x # [&1, x0], we have for x # [&1, x0),
L$1 (x)L$(0)+3x2;&(&x &L$(0)&+3x2 &12L"(0)&L$(0)+L(0)&)
L$(0)+3x20;&(&x0 &L"(0)&+3x
2
0 &
1
2L"(0)&L$(0)+L(0)&)
>3x20$0 .
Here we used that L$(0)0, which is one of the assumptions in the
theorem. So on the interval [&1, x0), L1 trivially satisfies (S) for any =>0
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and 3x20$0 instead of $. It follows that (S) holds for L1 on [&1, 1] with
=1 and $1=min[ 12$, 3x
2
0$0] instead of = and $. K
Remark 4.2. We observe that in case L(a)<<0 (L(b)>>0) we do not
need to extend our function to the left (to the right) and then we do not
need the assumptions (4.3) and L$(a)0 ((4.4) and L$(b)0).
Part (ii) of the next corollary for holomorphic operator functions
with similar conditions also appears in [K91, Lemma 3] and [K93,
Lemma 2.4].
Corollary 4.3. Let L be as in Theorem 4.1.
(i) Assume _(L) is countable. Then every union of orthonormal bases
of ker L(x), x # [a, b], is a Riesz basis for E(L). If moreover L(a) and L(b)
are Fredholm operators, }+ (L(a))<, and }& (L(b))<, then
codim E(L)=}+ (L(a))+}& (L(b)).
(ii) If L(c) is compact for some c # (a, b), then the conclusions of (i)
are valid.
Proof. (i) Consider the factorization L(x)=W(x)(A&x) as in
Theorem 4.1, where A is similar to a selfadjoint operator B, say:
A=S&1BS with bounded and boundedly invertible operator S. Then
E(L)=c.l.s.[S&1f | (B&x) f=0, x # _(B) & [a, b]].
Since _(B)=_(A) and _(A) & [a, b]=_(L), _(B) & [a, b] is countable.
Hence the spectral subspace H| [a, b] of B related to the interval [a, b] is
the orthogonal sum of countably many eigenspaces of B. The first state-
ment in (i) now follows from arguments similar to those in the proof of
Lemma 1.5. Now we prove the second statement in (i). Consider the
operator function L constructed in the proof of Theorem 4.1; we again
assume a=0, b=1. Since L satisfies the conditions of Theorem 0.1 the fac-
torization of L implies H=E(L ). The argument is the same as the one
above but now H| [a, b]=H. From Lemmas 1.8 and 1.6 we have that there
is an ’ # (0, 1) such that
[&’, 0) _ (0, ’] _ [1&’, 1) _ (1, 1+’]/\(L )
and for x0 # (&’, 0) and y0 # (1, 1+’)
E(L )=c.l.s.[E(L |[&1, x0]), E(L), E(L |[ y0 , 2])]
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and the three sets on the right hand side are linearly independent. Since on
[&1, x0] we have L $(x)>>0 the function L is increasing on this interval.
Then
dim E(L | [&1, x0])=def L (x0)L (&1)=}+ (L (x0))=}+ (L(0)).
Here the last equality follows from Lemma 1.9(a).
Similarly dim E(L )| [ y0 , 2]=}& (L(1)). Hence codim E(L)=}+ (L(0))+
}& (L(1)).
(ii) In the factorization L(x)=W(x)(A&x) the operator A&c is
compact. So _(A) and hence _(L)(/_(A)) is countable. By Theorem 3.1,
L also satisfies the other conditions mentioned in (i). K
5. APPENDIX
Here we prove some results on the dimension of the space E(L); see
Corollary 5.6 and Theorem 5.7. First we recall some definitions and results
from the theory of operators on spaces with an indefinite metric. Let
A # L(H) be a selfadjoint operator. Then H equipped with the A-metric
( } , } )A :=(A } , } ) is called an A-space. We say that an A-space H is non-
degenerate, if the only vector f0 , which is A-orthogonal to all of
H: ( f0 , f )A=0, f # H is f0=0. The nondegeneracy is equivalent to the
assumption ker A=0. In particular, an A-space H is nondegenerate if it is
positive, that is, ( f, f )A>0, f{0. Note that a subspace L of an A-space
H is AL -space, where AL is the orthogonal compression of A to L. It is
easy to see that if A is Fredholm then AL need not be Fredholm, but if
A is Fredholm and }+ (A)< then AL is Fredholm and }+ (AL )
}+ (A)<. This follows from the fact that a selfadjoint operator A is
Fredholm and }+(A)< if and only if A admits a representation A=B+C
with a uniformly negative B and a compact C (see Lemma 1.7(iv)). If L is
a nondegenerate finite dimensional subspace of an A-space H then (see
[AI, Corollary I.7.18])
H=LA L=A, (5.1)
where for example A stands for the orthogonal sum  in the A-metric.
If A is boundedly invertible and } := }+ (A) is finite, H is called a
Pontryagin space with } positive squares and we denote it by 6} . So, an
A-space H is a Pontryagin space if and only if it is nondegenerate, A is
Fredholm, and }+ (A)<.
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An analogous result holds if }& (A)<.
Let H be an A-space. A bounded operator T is called A-selfadjoint, if
(Tf, g)A=( f, Tg)A , f, g # H.
An A-selfadjoint operator T is A-positive, if (Tf, f )A>0 for f{0. In a 6}
space the spectrum of an A-positive operator T is real and its positive part
consists of } eigenvalues counting multiplicity (see, for example, [AI,
Corollary II.3.28]). If *+ (T ) is the smallest positive eigenvalue of T then
(see [AK91]):
*+ (T )= inf
( f, f )A>0
(Tf, f )A
( f, f )A
. (5.2)
For the proof of the next lemma and the example following it we recall
(see, for example, [AI, Lemma II.3.21]) that
A0,
_ AB*
B
C&0  {C0,_T: &T&1, B=A12TC 12.
In case A&1 exists these statements are equivalent to
{A>0,C&B*A&1B0.
Lemma 5.1. Let A0 and A1 be bounded selfadjoint operators in H.
Suppose
(i) there are an f ${0 and an :>0 such that (A1 f $, f $):(A0 f $, f $),
(ii) f{0, (A0 f, f )=0 O (A1 f, f )>0,
(iii) f{0, (A1 f, f )=0 O (A0 f, f )<0,
(iv)$ A0 is Fredholm with }+ (A0)<, or
(iv)" A1 is Fredholm with }& (A1)<.
Then there is an :10>0 such that A1:10A0 .
Proof. First we prove the lemma under the conditions (i)(iv)$.
Case (a): Both A0 and A1 are indefinite. Then such an :10 exists by
Lemma 1.2: It is sufficient to show that (A0 f, f )0 implies (A1 f, f )0. If
the implication does not hold, then there is an f0 such that (A0 f0 , f0)0
and (A1 f0 , f0)<0. Since A0 is indefinite, there exists an f1 {0 such that
(A0 f1 , f1)=0 and (A0 f1 , f0)=0. (5.3)
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By (ii) we have (A1 f1 , f1)>0. Consider the function (A1 ft , ft): [0, 1]  R
with ft=(1&t) f0+tf1 . By the intermediate value theorem, there is a
{ # (0, 1) such that (A1 f{ , f{)=0. From (5.3) it follows that (A0 f{ , f{)=
(1&{)2 (Af0 , f0)0. But (iii) implies (A0 f{ , f{)<0. This contradiction
shows that the implication holds and so we may invoke Lemma 1.2.
Case (b): Let A0 be semidefinite.
(b)1 : Assume A00. Then (i)(iii) and an argument as in Case (a)
yield that A1 is positive. By (iv)$, dim H< and hence A1 is uniformly
positive and a desired :10 exists.
(b)2 : Now assume A00. By (iv)$, in the decomposition
H=ran A0ker A0 (5.4)
ran A0 is closed and dim ker A0<. Consider the matrix representations
of A0 and A1 with respect to (5.4):
A0=_B10
0
0& , A1=_
C1
C*12
C12
C2 & .
From (ii) and dim ker A0< we have C2>>0 and from A0 Fredholm and
A00 it follows that B1<<0. Since
A1&tA0=_C1&tB1C*12
C12
C2 & ,
and C1&tB1>>0 and C2&C*12 (C1&tB1)&1 C12>>0 for sufficiently large
t>0, it holds that A1:10A0 for sufficiently large :10>0.
Case (c): Let A0 be indefinite and let A1 be semidefinite. Then (ii)
implies A10.
(c)1 : First assume ker A0=[0] and A1>0. From A1>0 we have
for any :>0 that (A1 f, f ):(A0 f, f ) if (A1 f, f )0. Now we only need
to observe that
:10 := inf
(A0 f, f )>0
(A1 f, f )
(A0 f, f )
>0.
Indeed, this inequality holds since H equipped with the A0 -metric is a
Pontryagin space, A&10 A1 is A0 -positive, and (see (5.2) with A=A0 and
T=A&10 A1)
:10=*+ (A&10 A1)>0.
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(c)2 : Assume ker A0 {[0] and A1>0. Since A0 is Fredholm,
ker A0 is finite dimensional. By (5.1) with A=A1 and L=ker A0 we have
H=ker A0A1 (ker A0)
=A1. (5.5)
Note that this decomposition is also A0 -orthogonal. Since the compression
B0 of A0 to (ker A0)=A1 has a trivial kernel it generates a 6} metric on
(ker A0)=A1. Moreover, the compression B1 of A1 to (ker A0)=A1 is positive.
Hence by (c)1 , there is an :10>0 such that B1:10B0 . Let f =f0+ f1 be
the decomposition of f with respect to (5.5). From the positivity of A1 and
the identities
(A0 f, f )=(B0 f1 , f1), (A1 f, f )=(A1 f0 , f0)+(B1 f1 , f1)
we get A1:10 A0 .
(c)3 : Finally assume ker A1 {[0]. This case can be reduced to the
case (c)1 or to the case (c)2 by considering the decomposition
H=ker A1A0 (ker A1)
=A0.
This completes the proof of the lemma in the case when (iv)$ holds; the
lemma with (iv)" can be proved by replacing A0 by &A1 and A1 by &A0 .
K
Remark 5.2. Note that condition (i) in the previous lemma is needed
only for the case where A0>0, and A1<0 (so that by (iv)$ or (iv)",
dim H<). In the other cases (i) follows from (ii) and (iii). Indeed, if
A0<0 then for each f $ # H there is an :>0 such that (i) holds. If A0>0
and A1 is not negative then from (iii) we have A1>0 and again for each
f $ # H there is an :>0 such that (i) holds. If A0 is not definite, then there
is an f ${0 such that (A0 f $, f $)=0 and (ii) yields (i) with arbitrary :>0.
If in Lemma 5.1 condition (iv)$ is replaced by A0 is not Fredholm or by
A0 is Fredholm and }+ (A0)=, then the conclusion need not be true, as
the following Examples 5.3 and 5.4 show.
Example 5.3. Let
H=H0 H1 ,
where H0=l.s.[e0] is a 1-dimensional space, &e0&=1, and H1 is a
separable infinite dimensional space. Let A11 : H1  H1 be a positive com-
pact operator and e1 # H1 "ran A1211 , &e1&=1. Let A01 : H1  H0 be defined
by A01 f =( f, e1) e0 . Then A*01*e0=*e1 . Consider the operators
A0=_&1A*01
A01
&A11& , A1=_
0
0
0
A11& .
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The compressions of A0 to H0 and H1 are negative operators, but A0 is
indefinite. The latter follows from the fact that the assumption ran A*01 /
ran A1211 is a necessary condition for the semidefiniteness of A0 , but this
condition does not hold because ran A*01=l.s.[e1]/3 ran A1211 . Since
(A0 f, f )=0 implies f  H0 we have (A1 f, f )>0. On the other hand
(A1 f, f )=0 implies f # H0 and hence (A0 f, f )<0. Thus A0 and A1 satisfy
all the conditions (i)(iv)$ of Lemma 5.1 except that now A0 is not
Fredholm. The necessary condition for the semidefiniteness of operators
mentioned above also implies that there does not exist an :10>0 such that
A1:10A0 .
Example 5.4. Let dim H=, let A0=I&2P, where P is the
orthogonal projection with rank P<, and let A1 be an arbitrary positive
compact operator. Then the assumptions (i)(iv)$ of Lemma 5.1 are fulfilled
except that now }+ (A0)=. There is no :10>0 such that A1:01A0 ;
otherwise the compression of A1 to ran(I&P) is boundedly invertible,
which is impossible since dim ran(I&P)=. Note that in this example
}& (A0)=rank P<, which shows that the lemma does not hold if in
(iv)$ the condition }+ (A0)< is replaced by }& (A0)<.
Lemma 5.5. Let L: [a, b]  L(H) be a continuous selfadjoint operator
function and assume that
(i) f{0, (L(x) f, f )=0 O ( y&x)(L( y) f, f )>0 for y{x,
(ii) L(x) is Fredholm for all x # [a, b],
(iii)$ }+ (L(b))<, or
(iii)" }& (L(a))<.
Then there exists a continuous nondecreasing operator function M: [a, b]
 L(H) such that for all x # [a, b], M(x) is Fredholm and ker L(x)=
ker M(x); in particular, _(L)=_(M), _p (L)=_p (M), and E(L)=E(M).
Proof. We first prove the lemma under the conditions (i)(iii)$. From
(i) it follows that the function }+ (L(x)) is a nondecreasing step function
with jumps at eigenvalues of L (see Lemma 1.9(a)). Hence (iii)$ implies
}+ (L(x))< for all x # [a, b]. By (ii), we have _p (L)=_(L), and since
}+ (L(b))<, this set is empty or a finite set.
Assume first that this set is empty. Then (ii) implies that L(x) is
boundedly invertible for all x # [a, b]. The operator function M(x)#L(a)
has the desired properties.
Assume that the set of eigenvalues of L is nonempty: _p (L)=[x j]mj=1 ,
say, with
a=x0x1< } } } <xmxm+1=b.
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If 0{ fj # ker L(xj), then from (i) it follows that for any :j>0,
(L(xj+1) f j , fj):j (L(x j) f j , f j), j=1, m,
and (L(x1) f1 , f1):0 (L(x0) f1 , f1) for any :0>0. From (i) and
Lemma 5.1 it follows that there is an :j+1, j>0 such that
L(xj+1):j+1, jL(x j), j=1, m.
Set
;j=:m+1, m:m, m&1 } } } :m+1& j, m& j , j=0, m, ;&1=1,
and define the function M by: for x # [xj , xj+1] of the form x=(1&t) x j+
txj+1 , t # [0, 1],
M(x)=(1&t) ;m& jL(xj)+t;m& j&1 L(xj+1), j=0, m.
This function is nondecreasing, M(x j)=;m& jL(x j), j=0, m+1, and so it
remains to show that x # \(M) if x{xj , j=0, m+1.
First of all we note that the values of M are Fredholm operators. Indeed,
if x # [xj]m+1j=0 then by (ii), M(x) is Fredholm. Assume x  [x j]
m+1
j=0 . Then
for some j, x # (xj , xj+1). Let H& (xj+1) be the spectral subspace of L(x j+1)
related to the negative spectrum of L(xj+1). Then
codim H& (xj+1)=}+ (L(x j+1))+dim ker L(x j+1)<
and there is a #<0 such that (L(xj+1) f& , f&)#( f& , f&) for f& #
H& (xj+1). Since M(x);m& j&1L(xj+1) the compression of M(x) to
H& (xj+1) is a boundedly invertible negative operator. Hence M(x) is a
Fredholm operator (see the remark after Lemma 1.7).
From (1.2) we have
def M(xj+1)M(x j)
=}+ (L(xj+1))&}& (L(x j))+dim ker L(x j+1)&dim ker L(xj).
By Lemma 1.9(a),
}+ (L(xj+1))=}+ (L(xj))+dim ker L(xj),
and hence
def M(xj+1)M(x j)=dim ker L(xj+1)=dim ker M(x j+1).
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So, according to Lemma 1.3(iii),
dim l.s.[ker M(x) | x # [xj , xj+1]]
=dim ker M(xj+1)+dim ker M(xj).
that is, ker M(x)=[0] for all x # (xj , xj+1). Since for these x, M(x) is
Fredholm, x # \(M).
The proof of the lemma with (iii)" instead of (iii)$ can be given along the
same lines. Instead of formula (1.2) and Lemma 1.9 we use formula (1.3)
and Lemma 1.10. K
Corollary 5.6. Assume the conditions of Lemma 5.5. If dim H<,
then
dim E(L)=dim H&}+ (L(a))&}& (L(b)).
Proof. If L is a nondecreasing function then the equality follows from
Lemma 1.3(iii). [ADK, Corollary 3.9]. If L is not a nondecreasing function
we can following Lemma 5.5 replace it by a nondecreasing operator func-
tion M and again use Lemma 1.3(iii). K
Theorem 5.7. Let dim H= and let L: [a, b]  L(H) be a con-
tinuous selfadjoint operator function which satisfies the conditions:
(i) f{0, (L(x) f, f )=0 O ( y&x)(L( y) f, f )>0, y{x,
(ii) }+ (L(a))<, }& (L(b))<,
(iii) there is a c # (a, b) such that L(x) is Fredholm for x{c.
Then
(a) }+ (L(x))< for x # [a, c) and }& (L(x))< for x # (c, b],
(b) L(c) is compact,
(c) dim E(L)=dim H,
(d) codim E(L)}+ (L(a))+}& (L(b)), and
(e) if _(L) & [a, c) (_(L) & (c, b]) is a finite set consisting of }a, c
(}c, b), say, eigenvalues counting multiplicity, it holds
}+ (L(c))=}+ (L(a))+}a, c (}& (L(c))=}& (L(b))+}c, b).
Proof. (a) follows directly from Lemmas 1.9 and 1.10.
(b) Assume L(c) is not compact. Let #>0 and let H# be the spectral
subspace of L(c) related to the set [#, ) and let H&# be the spectral sub-
space of L(c) related to the set (&, &#]. Since we assume that L(c) is
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not compact, # can be chosen such that at least one of subspaces H\# is
infinite dimensional. Assume dim H#=. Let x<c and &L(x)&L(c)&<
1
2#. Since (L(c) f, f )#( f, f ) for f # H# we have (L(x) f, f )
1
2#( f, f ) for
these f ’s. Hence }+ (L(x))=, which contradicts (a). If dim H&#= we
also get a contradiction. This proves (b).
(c) Without loss of generality we can consider the case when H is a
separable space and dim ker L(c)<: otherwise (c) follows from the
equality dim ker L(c)=dim H.
Assumption (i) and Remark 5.2 (because dim H=) imply that for
x< y, the operators A0=L(x) and A1=L( y) satisfy the conditions of
Lemma 5.1 (by (a) just proved, (iv)$ holds if x<c and (iv)" holds if xc).
Consequently, there is an :yx>0 such that
L( y):yxL(x), x< y. (5.6)
From the assumption dim ker L(c)< we obtain that the set
(_(L(c)) & (&, 0)) _ (_(L(c)) & (0, ))
is countably infinite. Assume _(L(c)) & (0, ) is countably infinite. Let
[*n] be a sequence of positive eigenvalues of L(c) such that *n a 0 and let
[en] be a set of corresponding eigenvectors: L(c) en=*nen . For each
natural number k consider the subspace H+k :=l.s.[en]
k
n=1 of dimension k.
Since
(L(c) f, f )*k( f, f ), f # H+k ,
we have for x<c and such that &L(x)&L(c)&< 12*k ,
(L(x) f, f ) 12 *k( f, f ), f # H
+
k ,
and this implies }+(L(x))k. The inequality (5.6), (i), (iii), and (a) imply
that L satisfies the conditions (i)(iii)$ of Lemma 5.5 on the interval [a, x],
and so we may assume L is nondecreasing on [a, x]. This allows us to
invoke parts (iii) and (v) of Lemma 1.3, and we conclude
dim l.s.[ker L(t) | t # [a, x]]=def L(x):xaL(a)+dim ker L(a)
=dim ker L(x)+}+L(x)&}+(L(a))
k&}+(L(a)).
Hence dim E(L[a, c))==dim H. In a similar way one can show that if
the set _(L) & (&, 0) is countably infinite then dim E(L(c, b])==
dim H. In any case it follows that dim E(L)=dim H.
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(d) Since there are :xa>0 and :bx>0 such that
:xa L(a)L(x)
1
:bx
L(b)
(see (5.6)), one can use the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.1
and show that codimE(L)}+(L(a))+}&(L(b)).
(e) Assume _(L) & [a, c) is a finite set. Then from the proof of (c) we
have
}+(L(c))}a, c+}+(L(a)).
Note that }a, c=}+(L(x))&}+(L(a)) for x close to c and x<c. Hence
}+(L(c))}+(L(x)). We show that }+(L(x))}+(L(c)) for x<c. Let
H=ker L(x)H+ H&
be the orthogonal decomposition of H where H\ :=H\(L(x)), let L\ :=
\L(x)|H\ , and let U: H+  H& be an isometry. Since L\ are uniformly
positive operators we can define the following subspace:
L=ker L(x) l.s.[ f++L&12& UL
12
+ f+ | f+ # H+].
Then (L(x) f, f )=0 for f # L and (i) implies (L(c) f, f )>0, that is,
}+(L(c))dim L. Since
dim L=}+(L(x))+dim ker L(x)
we have }+(L(c))}+(L(x)).
The case where the set _(L) & (c, b] is finite can be proved by the same
method. K
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